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ABSTRACT 
 

Works featuring a solo pianist playing the piano while reciting text and performing 

vocalized effects emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This genre, known as vocalizing 

pianist, became popular among contemporary composers, and many of them began exploring the 

different possibilities of this genre. The genre of vocalizing pianist did not appear suddenly at the 

end of the twentieth century, but evolved from Romantic melodramas during a hundred years of 

profound change – musical, cultural, and technological. Romantic melodramas evolved in a 

multitude of ways and developed different techniques as time passes, while allowing later 

composers to embrace the musical influence around them to create a new genre. It is through a 

multi-pronged evolution that vocalizing pianist is created. From the genesis of late Romantic 

melodramas created through the combination of the early French and German melodramatic 

tradition, to the invention of Sprechstimme by Arnold Schoenberg and the experimentation of 

vocal events for the pianist by George Crumb and John Cage, the vocalizing pianist genre comes 

to its maturation in the 1990s in the hands of Frederic Rzewski and Jerome Kitzke. This study 

will investigate how the vocalizing pianist genre appeared and how it adopted earlier genres and 

techniques. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Vocalizing Pianist Genre and its Musical Genealogy 
 
 

Works featuring a solo pianist playing the piano while reciting text and performing 

vocalized effects emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This genre, known as vocalizing 

pianist,1 became popular among contemporary composers, and many of them began exploring 

creative possibilities inspired by this genre. The vocalizing pianist genre, however, did not 

appear out of the blue; it evolved from late nineteenth-century melodramas as well as adopted 

new developments of in piano writing and piano techniques that emerged throughout the 

twentieth century. This study will investigate how the vocalizing pianist genre appeared and how 

it adopted earlier genres and techniques. 

 

The Idea of Vocalizing Pianist 

 It is necessary to define the genre of vocalizing pianist as there are many different names 

for the genre, such as “speaking pianist.” In Adam Marks’s dissertation “The Virtuosic Era of the 

Vocalizing Pianist,”2 he suggests the use of the term vocalizing pianist to include all piano works 

that involve the pianist speaking and/or performing any type of vocal sound, as the term 

vocalizing is sufficient to include the variety of vocal events that composers use in these pieces. 

This research will use a similar definition of vocalizing pianist, but with a strong emphasis on 

spoken text and the consistency of narration – one of the most distinctive features in mature 

vocalizing pianist pieces from in the 1990s. Vocal phenomena can include spoken text, sung text, 

                                                           
1 Adam Marks, “The Virtuosic Era of the Vocalizing Pianist” (PhD diss., New York University, 2012), 7.  

 
2 Ibid. 
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vocal sounds, instrumental imitations, and breathing sounds. Musical Examples 1.1 to 1.3 show 

three different types of vocal events found in Frederic Rzewski’s De Profundis.  

Musical Example 1.1. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 3. Example of spoken text.3 

 

Musical Example 1.2. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 1. Example of the use of breathing sounds.4 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Frederic Rzewski, De Profundis (Brussels: Sound Pool Music, 1994). 
 
4 Ibid. 
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Musical Example 1.3. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 41. Example of the use of instrumental 
imitation.5 

 

It is not the first time in Western classical music that text is narrated or performed 

alongside a musical performance, but it is important to note that for vocalizing pianist pieces, 

composers require the pianist to perform the vocal parts as well. By using the pianist’s voice and 

body as well as the piano itself, composers are able to create a different type of atmosphere and 

stage tension through the use of a vocalizing pianist. 

 

Justification for Study 

 Because this genre is relatively young, there has been little research on how it arose. 

Many traditionally-trained pianists are unprepared to perform and interpret pieces written for the 

vocalizing pianist. With the inclusion for vocal events in solo piano piece, the role of the pianist 

has changed for both composers and audiences – from a pianist to an actor. The increasing 

number of compositions and performances for vocalizing pianist in the last thirty years demands 

that this genre be studied. Adam Marks’s dissertation is one of the leading studies6 in which he 

                                                           
5 Ibid.  
 
6 Marks, “The Virtuosic Era of the Vocalizing Pianist.” 
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investigates the development of the vocalizing pianist genre. Marks’s work focuses heavily on 

the performance aspect of the vocalizing pianist genre, on how pianists should use their voice, 

and on different performance techniques needed for these works. However, he does not link 

vocalizing pianist to works from earlier musical periods. 

Vocalizing pianist has evolved from nineteenth-century Romantic melodramas in which a 

narrator is often accompanied by a pianist creating atmosphere as well as decorating the text. In 

Western music there are many accounts of spoken text accompanied by music; however, the 

focus of this study is on concert music involving the modern piano – music that was written with 

the purpose of being performed on a concert stage with a significant piano component. These 

vocalizing pianist pieces found in the late twentieth century undoubtedly form part of the 

evolution of the melodramatic genre. The voice of the pianist is a relatively uncharted territory 

for both performers and composers, but it also opens up possibilities to musical compositions as 

well as contributes to pianistic development as a whole.  

 This research will trace the vocalizing pianist genre from its roots in late nineteenth-

century melodramas to works in the present such as Frederic Rzewski’s De Profundis (1994) and 

Jerome Kitzke’s Sunflower Sutra (1999). By following the progression, we can achieve a better 

understanding of the genre, and instruct performers to better interpret these pieces.  
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A Genealogy Model 

 In order for this study to trace the lineage of vocalizing pianist and link pieces that span 

over a hundred years, a genealogy model is needed. One model stands out – Charles Rosen’s 

model on the evolution of Classical sonatas. In his book Sonata Forms he devotes a whole 

chapter to the evolution of sonata, arguing that elements in sonata form appear first in isolation 

before all the elements synthesize into a proper form.7 Rosen points out that composers working 

in a new style loosen their grip on fundamentals one by one, working from older, established 

forms while experimenting with what can be changed. This freedom of choice for composers, 

however, did not stop the formation of the classical sonata stereotype.8 Rosen states: “The sonata 

is not yet a specific form even in the 1780s but rather a set of scattered procedures…, now 

unified both by the new insistence on large-scale balance of proportions and the awareness of the 

specific function of long sections and their relation to the movement away from tonic stability 

and back towards the resolution of dissonance…. [A]ll earlier forms, rondo, concerto, 

fugue…have now been turned into sonata forms.”9 

Charles Rosen believes that during the evolution of the sonata, a multitude of stereotypes 

formed and that later composers would freely choose from these stereotypes for their 

compositions. Some stereotypes vanished; some endured. In time, the formal classical sonata 

evolved into a more abstract form with multiple stereotypes combined and used freely by later 

composers. Rosen posits that during the evolution of the sonata form, it is a multiplicity of types:  

                                                           
7 Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms, revised edition (New York, London: W. W. Norton & Company, 1988), 

137 
 
8 Ibid., 153. 
 
9 Ibid., 162. 
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“its unity is stylistic, the relation of these many possible procedures to each other in a relatively 

coherent musical language.”10 Rosen’s idea of sonata evolution will be used in this study. The 

evolution of vocalizing pianist pieces of today will be traced from romantic melodramas in this 

study by discussing various melodramatic approaches composers used across a hundred-year 

timeline.  

Similar to the sonata form, the idea of a multi-pronged development is apparent in the 

lineage of vocalizing pianist – from developed romantic melodramatic techniques found in Franz 

Liszt’s and Richard Strauss’s works, to the use of the voice found in Sprechstimme via Arnold 

Schoenberg, and including the experiments using the human voice within piano writings found in 

John Cage and George Crumb. Having evolved from late nineteenth-century melodrama, the 

genre of vocalizing pianist developed through a gradual combination of the roles of narrator and 

instrumentalist into a single performer. The evolution proceeded in tandem with the development 

of extended musical vocalization techniques.  

  

                                                           
10 Ibid.  
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Chapter 2: Origins of Melodrama & Romantic Melodramas 

 

 One of the main features of vocalizing pianist works is their emphasis on the use of 

spoken text together with music to create imagery that music alone cannot provide. The roots of 

vocalizing pianist are melodramas. Melodrama, in its simplest explanation, is the joining of 

melos (music) and drama. In this study, the focus is on musical melodramas, rather than literary 

melodramas which often do not contain music at all.  

Musical melodrama is a genre characterized by spoken words and music with the music 

and text complementing each other. As vocalizing pianist works are meant to be performed in a 

concert setting, this study focuses on late Romantic melodramas that are performed in concert 

halls. Melodramas written in the late 1800s often featured a pianist and a narrator with the pianist 

taking on a collaborative role, providing music that is integral to the dramatic effect of the work. 

The spoken text and music are performed by two people with various degrees of coordination. 

The text provides the story for which the music is written, while the music provides images and 

atmosphere and even serves as a second narrator by communication via leitmotifs.  

 

Origins of Melodramas – French & German Traditions  

In Romantic melodramas, the music is not merely an accompaniment that creates an 

atmosphere; it is, rather, an integral part of the composition. Romantic melodramas are rooted in 

French and German traditions dating from the late 1700s. French melodramas began with Jean-

Jacques Rousseau’s Pygmalion (1762), subtitled scène lyrique with music set by Horace Coignet. 
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It is considered one of the first French melodramas.11 Rousseau, believing that the French 

language is unsuitable for singing, linked the words to music by inserting short orchestral pieces 

between texts, “where the spoken phrase is, as it were, announced and prepared by the musical 

phrase.”12  

Opposite the French tradition is the German tradition of melodramas. The most 

influential melodramatic work in the German tradition is Georg Benda’s Medea (1775). Benda 

used a simultaneous treatment of text and music: spoken dialogues proceeding over music and 

music frequently interrupting speech (Musical Example 2.1). In contrast to the French tradition, 

the German tradition emphasized the “continuity of musical thought.”13 Later composers will 

adopt both of these traditions and employ both devices as they see fit. Similarly, contemporary 

composers also use these treatments of text against music in vocalizing pianist pieces.  

                                                           
11 Peter Branscombe, "Melodrama." Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University 

Press. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/article/grove/music/18355 (accessed 9 
November, 2016). 

 
12 James L. Smith, Melodrama  (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1973), 1. 
 
13 Diane Holloway Penney, “Schoenberg’s Janus Work ‘Erwartung’: Its Musico-Dramatic Structure and 

Relationship to the Melodrama and Lied Traditions” (PhD diss., University of North Texas, 1989), 122.   
 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/article/grove/music/18355
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Musical Example 2.1. Benda, Medea, p. 11.14 

 

 

Late Romantic Melodramas 

By the late nineteenth century, composers like Richard Strauss had adopted and merged 

both the French tradition and the German tradition in their music. Richard Strauss wrote Enoch 

Arden in 1897 – a great example showing how composers combined characteristics of French 

and German melodramatic traditions – and pushed the boundaries of the genre to include late 

Romantic period trends and sensibilities.  In Enoch Arden, there are sections in which music and 

spoken text alternate, as well as sections in which music and text are simultaneous. In Musical 

Example 2.2, one can see that fifteen strophes of text are recited before the entrance of the half 

diminished seventh chord. The separation of text recitation and music is a legacy of the French 

tradition. However, as soon as the piano enters, the text recitation does not stop but rather 

continues while the piano plays. The text does not drop out until six measures later. The 

overlapping between the text recitation and music points towards the German tradition. The 

                                                           
14 Georg Benda, Medea, Manuscript, 1775, accessed January 31, 2017, 

http://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/0/02/IMSLP272522-PMLP326365-medeaimclavierau00bend.pdf.  

http://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/0/02/IMSLP272522-PMLP326365-medeaimclavierau00bend.pdf
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music supports the text by providing atmosphere and word painting during the recitation while 

the text lends meanings to the music.  

Musical Example 2.2. Strauss, Enoch Arden, p. 4.15 

 

 

The music not only supplies musical atmosphere and word painting, but also foreshadows 

events in the text using leitmotifs. The music becomes central to the story as well as the text. 

This is an important step in the evolution of the melodramatic genre, as music takes on a 

narrative partnership and no longer merely provides atmosphere. An example here is Enoch’s 

theme (Musical Example2.3), found in the prelude of Part II of Enoch Arden, set in the heroic 

                                                           
15 Richard Strauss, Enoch Arden (Leipzig: Robert Forberg Verlag, 1898). 
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key of E-flat major, with frequent use of accents and dotted rhythm, along with forte and 

fortissimo.  

Musical Example 2.3. Strauss, Enoch Arden, mm. 245-249. Enoch’s theme.16  

 
The choice of key, dynamics, and rhythmic figures convey Strauss’s portrayal of Enoch 

as heroic. As the recitation continues, the plight of Enoch is revealed – he is stranded on an 

island. Enoch’s theme changes along with the recitation. It is now in G minor and also Andante, 

with the dotted eighth-sixteenth rhythm augmented (Musical Example 2.4). The melodrama in 

Strauss’s hands not only draws on tradition but also includes Romantic sensibilities and 

important compositional devices of his time. This allows later composers such as Rzewski and 

Kitzke to continue and expand the melodramatic traditions into vocalizing pianist composition 

one hundred years later. 

                                                           
16 Ibid. 
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Musical Example 2.4. Strauss, Enoch Arden, mm. 250-253. Enoch’s theme transformed.17  

 
In the late 1800s, Franz Liszt also experimented on the genre of melodrama and 

expanded the possibilities of the genre within piano music. The melodramas of Franz Liszt were 

largely influenced by his friendship with the actor Bogumil Dawison, especially Dawison’s 

approach to acting.18 Dawison’s acting style was “unusual” for his time, in that he moved away 

from the classical approach, and acted with heightened dramatization.19 His performances were 

noted for “their aggression, expressiveness and energy.”20 Liszt adopted many features of 

Dawison’s dramatic style into his own work, most notably, his melodramas and symphonic 

poems. In Liszt’s melodrama, Helges Treue (1874), the dedication is to none other than Dawison.  

As Cormac pointed out, Liszt’s melodramas often “function as incidental music,”21 

providing support for the absent visual element within the performance. Liszt’s music not only 

creates atmosphere, but also helps the audience focus on certain aspects of the text. For example, 

in Helges Treue, although Liszt adapted Felix Draeseke’s song based on the ballad by Moritz, 

                                                           
17 Ibid. 
 
18 Joanne Cormac, “From Tragedy to Melodrama: Rethinking Liszt’s Hamlet,” Nineteenth-Century Music 

Review 10 (2013): 29-55.  
 

19 Ibid., 34. 
 
20 Ibid., 29. 
 
21 Ibid., 43. 
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Graf von Strachwitz, he added new music for different sections to help paint the picture of the 

text. In the later parts of the song, where King Helge is riding to find his lover Sigrun, Liszt 

composed “galloping music” for the section that was not found in Draeseke’s original (Musical 

Example 2.5).  

Musical Example 2.5. Liszt, Helges Treue, p.14. Use of galloping music.22  

 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the genre of melodrama had matured in the hands of 

masters such as Richard Strauss and Franz Liszt. Many of these pieces were performed in 

concerts and on stage regularly, and melodrama was at its height. These works and their 

contributions to the establishment of the melodramatic genre constitute the foundation for the 

vocalizing pianist genre a hundred years later.    

                                                           
22 Franz Liszt, Helges Treue (Leipzig: J. Schuberth & Co., 1874). 
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Chapter 3: Arnold Schoenberg and Sprechstimme 

 By the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, 

Romantic melodrama began to lose its popularity. Frank Rahill attributes this demise to the 

demolishing of multiple melodrama theaters in Paris as a precaution against fire.23 Another 

reason for the downfall of melodrama was the rise of cinema,24 which continued the 

melodramatic theatrical element but in a different format. By 1918, the melodrama that we know 

from the Romantic period was “all but virtually extinct.”25 

Although the Romantic melodrama was no longer popular by the beginning of the 

twentieth century, many of its characteristics thrived in different formats. One of the most 

influential figures in the evolution from melodrama to vocalizing pianist is the Austrian 

composer Arnold Schoenberg. He absorbed melodramatic treatments of text and music from 

composers such as Liszt and Strauss and renewed the technique in the form of Sprechstimme. 

Sprechstimme is a type of vocal enunciation devised by Arnold Schoenberg, in which the 

vocalist uses a voice between speech and song. Liszt and Strauss did not give specific rhythms or 

pitches to text in melodramas, but Schoenberg went one step further to assign rhythms and 

pitches to speech but keeping the notation distinct from that of sung voice. The assignment of 

pitches and rhythms to spoken text is integral of the evolution to vocalizing pianist, with 

Sprechstimme being an intermediate step between the 1800s and the late twentieth century.  

 
                                                           

23 Frank Rahill, The World of Melodrama (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1967), 
100. 

24 David Robinson, The History of World Cinema (New York: Stein and Day, 1973), 1. 
 
25 Diane Holloway Penney, “Schoenberg’s Janus Work ‘Erwartung’: Its Musico-Dramatic Structure and 

Relationship to the Melodrama and Lied Traditions” (PhD diss., University of North Texas, 1989),” 113. 
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The Rise of Sprechstimme 

Although Sprechstimme was not performed until 1913, Schoenberg explored the 

technique between 1901 and 1903 while composing Gurre-Lieder, a large cantata in multiple 

parts. In Part III, Des Sommerwindes wilde Jagd (The Wild Hunt of the Summerwind), 

Schoenberg himself subtitled the section as a “melodrama.”26 In this section, there is a part for a 

speaker. Schoenberg notates the speaker’s part on a musical staff with rhythmic notation and 

replaces the noteheads with Xs, indicating that the part is not to be sung, but spoken (Musical 

Example 3.1).  

 

Musical Example 3.1. Schoenberg, Gurre-Lieder, p. 164. Part for speaker.27  

 

In 1910, in Die glückliche Hand, Schoenberg wrote a musical drama in which the 

choruses are partially spoken, signaling the continuation of Schoenberg’s interest in the 

melodramatic genre. In Musical Example 3.2, in the chorus part of  Die glückliche Hand, 

Schoenberg not only wrote gesprochen in the instructions for the singers, but also put Xs on the 

note stems to indicate the part is not to be sung.  

                                                           
26 Arnold Schoenberg, Gurre-Lieder (Vienna, Universal Edition, 1920).  
 
27 Ibid., 164. 
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Musical Example 3.2. Schoenberg, Die glückliche Hand, rehearsal 20. Spoken part in chorus.28 

 
 

In 1909, a year before composing Die glückliche Hand, Schoenberg wrote Erwartung, a 

piece that he titled a monodram (monodrama29) – written in both the published score30 and the 

poster from the premier in Prague (Figure 3.1) – indicating his intention of incorporating 

theatrical elements into his music, even though he included no spoken parts in this piece. 

Schoenberg adopted influences from the Expressionist movement in this piece, in which the 

music serves as a second narrator, reflecting the emotional distress of the female subject. In 

Schoenberg’s own words, the aim of Erwartung is to “represent in slow motion everything that 

occurs during a single second of maximum spiritual excitement, stretching it out to half an 

                                                           
28 Arnold Schoenberg, Die Glückliche Hand, Op. 18 (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1917). 
 
29 A monodrama is a form of melodrama which features one character. Anne Dhu McLucas, “Monodrama.” 

Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/18976. (accessed 
14 June, 2017). 

 
30 Arnold Schoenberg, Erwartung, Op. 17  (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1916). 

 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/18976
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hour.”31 Schoenberg’s insertion of theatrical elements into music is a continuation of the 

melodramatic treatment of text found in the late Romantic period in the works of Liszt and 

Strauss. His works invited future composers to continue the experimentation on the musical 

dramatization with spoken text.  

 

Figure 3.1. Poster of the 1924 Prague Premier of Erwartung.32 

 

                                                           
31 Arnold Schoenberg, “New Music: My Music,” in Style and Idea, ed. Leonard Stein (Los Angeles: 

University of California Press, 1984), 105.  
 
32 Helmut Kirchmeyer, liner notes to A. Schönberg: Erwartung – Monodram, Op.17, Helga Pilarczyk, 

Nordwestdeutsche Philharmonie, & Hermann Scherchen, Wergo Recording, WER 50 001, Vinyl, 1963. 
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By the year 1912, Schoenberg had written Pierrot Lunaire, a free atonal song cycle that 

employs Sprechstimme extensively. The text, similar to that found in Die glückliche Hand, was 

notated in the traditional way on staff with rhythms indicated. Again, Schoenberg used Xs on the 

note stems to indicate that the pitches are not to be sung (Musical Example 3.4).  

Musical Example 3.3. Schoenberg, Pierrot Lunaire. Mondestrunken, mm. 1-4.33 

 

The Evolution of Sprechstimme 

Schoenberg continued experimenting with this treatment of text and music throughout his 

career, and by 1942 Sprechstimme had evolved even further. His Ode to Napoleon, a piece set to 

Lord Byron’s poem, utilized a new form of Sprechstimme. After almost 40 years since 

Schoenberg first experimented with the technique, it finally broke away from the influence of 

exact pitches. Although the rhythm was still notated in standard notation, Schoenberg disposed 

of the five-line staff to discourage the performer from singing the pitches, and instead used 

graphic notations to indicate the general contour of the speech patterns (Musical Example 3.5). 

The move away from a five-line staff frees the performer from the need to sing exact pitches, and 

at the same time opens up the possibility for later composers to explore the voice of pianists as 

we move closer to how text is being set in the genre of vocalizing pianist. 

                                                           
33 Arnold Schoenberg, Pierrot Lunaire, Op. 21 (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1914). 
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Musical Example 3.4. Schoenberg, Ode to Napoleon, mm. 27-28.34 

 

The development of Sprechstimme is important as it blurs the line between singing and 

speaking. One can argue that Pierrot Lunaire is a melodrama in multiple parts as much as it is a 

song cycle. The evolution from melodramas to vocalizing pianist is not linear. Like many other 

genres, it developed through a multitude of approaches before arriving at its current form. 

Sprechstimme is definitely one of the many developments through which melodramas evolved 

before the 1990s. Furthermore, as in Erwartung, the music had also continued to evolve from 

being an accompaniment to a part of the dramatic experience alongside the text. 

  

                                                           
34 Arnold Schoenberg, Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte, Op. 41 (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1944). 
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Chapter 4: Vocalization in Crumb and Cage 

 

 In the 1920s, an important shift in studio recording happened: with the adoption of 

electrical technology in recording, the phonograph industry moved away from purely acoustic 

recording.35 By the 1960s, this technology had become popular and accessible, with tape 

recorders being a popular commercial product.36 Along with the improvements in recording 

technology, there were improvements in and increased accessibility of amplification equipment. 

As the cost of amplification equipment came down, more composers began using this technology 

to include the human voice as an instrument in their performances.37 

 Beginning in the 1960s, composers sought to create a different experience for the 

audience through the inclusion of new technology. Theatrical works with non-traditional scores 

were written and electronically generated sounds appeared within musical compositions. One of 

the best sources documenting this trend was perhaps the magazine SOURCE: Music of the 

Avant-Garde.38 Founded by Larry Austin and Douglas Kahn, the eleven issues of this magazine 

were designed to showcase the works of the avant-garde. In the first volume alone, there were 

already multiple pieces involving vocalization, including Jack’s New Bag by Barney Childs 

(1926-2000) and Blues and Screamer for film and 5 performers by David Reck (b. 1935).39 

                                                           
35 David Morton, Off the Record: The Technology and Culture of Sound Recording in America (New 

Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2000), 26. 
 
36 Ibid., 136. 
 
37 Adam Marks, “The Virtuosic Era of the Vocalizing Pianist” (PhD diss., New York University, 2012), 27. 
 
38 Ibid., 30. 
 
39 Larry Austin, ed. SOURCE: Music of the Avant Garde, vol. 1. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1966). 
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Although these pieces have minimal involvement of vocalization from the pianist, the use of 

vocal events in them demonstrates, nevertheless, that composers of the 1960s were actively 

experimenting with vocalization.  

Musical Example 4.1. Barney Childs’s Jack’s New Bag. Instance of vocalization from the 
pianist40 
 

 

  

George Crumb and Makrokosmos I 

The composer most well-known for using vocalization in his compositions at that time 

was George Crumb. Crumb began experimenting with vocalization in the 1960s in pieces such as 

Night Music I (1963), both in a Sprechstimme-like manner and as a whisper (Musical Example 

4.2). These pieces all require amplification of the voice so that it can be heard over the 

instruments.  

  

                                                           
40 Barney Childs, “Jack’s New Bag,” SOURCE: Music of the Avant Garde 1 (1967): 52-63. 
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Musical Example 4.2. George Crumb’s Night Music I, beginning of Mvt III. Example of 
vocalization similar to Sprechstimme. 41 
 

 

 

It was not until 1972 that Crumb wrote a solo piano piece involving vocalization – 

Makrokosmos I (1972). Makrokosmos I is an important landmark in the evolution of the 

vocalizing pianist genre, as it is one of the first piano pieces to include vocalization from the 

pianist. The performer no longer functions solely as the pianist, but becomes an actor at the piano. 

This development became another stereotype in the development of the genre, which composers 

would combine with earlier melodramatic modes of writing to create vocalizing pianist works. 

It is important to note that Crumb does not use vocalization as the sole extended 

technique in this piece. He uses an array of extended techniques where the performer plays with 

muting, harmonics, strumming and pizzicato inside the piano. These appeared along with 

vocalization events such as shouting, whispering and whistling. This is an important 

                                                           
41 George Crumb, Night Music I (New York: Mills Music, Inc., 1967). 
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development towards the vocalizing pianist genre, since later pieces require the pianist to 

perform not only vocal events, but also extensive extended piano techniques.  

The first vocalization event in Makrokosmos I is found in the fourth movement: 

Crucifixus/Capricorn, in which the performer is required to shout “Christe!” at the climax of the 

movement (Musical Example 4.3). Similar to Schoenberg’s treatment of Sprechstimme in Ode to 

Napoleon, the spoken part is notated without the five-line staff. This notation choice is likely 

developed from Sprechstimme. In other movements the pianist is asked to hum, whistle, and 

chant in many instances (Musical Example 4.4). Although there are no complete sections of text 

as part of the vocalization, the increased demand for a pianist to include vocal events laid the 

groundwork for the vocalizing pianist genre, which pushes later performers further to narrate 

while playing the piano.  

Musical Example 4.3. Crumb. Makrokosmos I. Crucifixus. Rehearsal C. Example of 
vocalization.42 
 

 

                                                           
42 George Crumb, Makrokosmos Volume I (New York: Edition Peters, 1972). 
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Musical Example 4.4. Crumb. Makrokosmos I. Night-Spell I, p. 13. Example of whistling.43 

 

 

John Cage and His Use of the Pianist 

One of the most captivating devices in vocalizing pianist pieces is the recitation of texts 

while playing the piano. This development also came from mid-twentieth-century American 

composers who were looking for new sounds through the use of extended techniques at the piano. 

The American maverick John Cage wrote a few pieces for voice and piano – The Wonderful 

Widow of Eighteen Springs (1942), Nowth upon Nacht (1984) and A Flower (1950) – which have 

obvious roots in Romantic melodrama with a strong element of recitation over music. Although 

these pieces were originally written for two performers – a singer and a pianist – John Cage 

himself was “thrilled and fully supported” the idea of having the pianist play and sing both 

parts.44 In The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs, excerpts were taken from James Joyce’s 

novel Finnegans Wake. The text was set to percussive sounds from a closed piano, but the vocal 

part used only three pitches throughout (Musical Example 4.5). Nowth upon Nacht – written 

twenty-some years later as a paired piece to The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs – only 

uses one pitch in the voice, with microtonal pitch slides, resembling more closely to speech. The 

                                                           
43 Ibid., 13. 

  
44 Marks, “The Virtuosic Era of the Vocalizing Pianist,” 38, 116-117.  
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idea of combining the vocalist and the pianist into a singular performer pointed the way to 

vocalizing pianist pieces such as Frederic Rzewski’s De Profundis. 

Musical Example 4.5. Cage. The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs.45 

 

Furthermore, the use of a closed lid piano as a percussive instrument in Cage’s work will 

also influence vocalizing pianist pieces. John Cage in The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs 

treats the piano as percussion, instructing the pianist to tap different parts of the piano to create 

different timbres and sound while accompanying the voice (Musical Example 4.6). Many of the 

vocalizing pianist pieces found later in the twentieth century would also use the piano as a 

percussive instrument to create tension for the text, as Chapter 5 will discuss later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
45 John Cage, The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs (New York: Edition Peters, 1961).  
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Musical Example 4.6. Cage. The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs. Instructions to the 
pianist.46 

 

Through the development of Sprechstimme and the need for pianists to perform vocal 

events in Crumb’s music, one can now establish a strong connection from Romantic melodramas 

to the contemporary vocalizing pianist pieces. The evolving identity of a pianist from an 

instrumental performer to a theatrical performer is yet another evolutionary branch in the multi-

pronged evolution from Romantic melodramas to vocalizing pianist.  

 

 

 

  

                                                           
46 Ibid.  
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Chapter 5: Vocalizing Pianist in Frederic Rzewski and Jerome Kitzke 

 

 One of the most prevalent features of the vocalizing pianist genre is the consistency in the 

narration. Vocalizations in these pieces provide for drama and effect, they also provide and tell a 

story, much like the spoken parts in late Romantic melodramas. In these pieces, not only are 

there spoken words, but there are many other vocal effects such as humming, whistling, sighing, 

along with extended pianistic techniques such as tapping and drumming the piano as if it is a 

percussion instrument. All these techniques help create the drama in the aural world.  

 With George Crumb and John Cage as predecessors, many of the vocalizing techniques 

for pianists matured in the latter part of the twentieth century and set the stage for the 

establishment of the vocalizing pianist genre. In the late 1980s, Frederic Rzewski – an 

established American composer by then – began experimenting with this genre. He wrote To His 

Coy Mistress in 1988, in which he laid out the poem by Andrew Marvell (1621-1678) on top of a 

melodic piano piece, giving the pianist the option of speaking or singing the text (Musical 

Example 5.1). This piece demonstrates a reversion from Sprechstimme to the earlier 

melodramatic tradition when one chooses the speaking option. Although the piece is written 

more like a song, one should not ignore the significance of the option for the pianist to recite the 

entire text in synchronicity with the melody. This piece may be identified as one of the first 

vocalizing pianist pieces as it provides a consistent narration.  
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Musical Example 5.1. Rzewski. To His Coy Mistress. Instruction for the pianist.47 

 

Frederic Rzewski wanted to write a piano piece based on Oscar Wilde’s letter De 

Profundis after he saw a theater performance given by his friend, the actor Luke Theodore.48 In 

1990, Rzewski met with Anthony De Mare, a pianist who had been building a career with piano 

repertoire that involved vocalization. They began a collaboration on De Profundis (1994)49 and 

the result is a large-scale vocalizing piece based on Oscar Wilde’s letter. This piece is perhaps 

the first mature vocalizing pianist piece. The text provides the entire narrative and the pianist’s 

voice becomes part of the musical texture, sharing its importance along with the piano line. The 

text is sometimes the focus of the piece, but at other times it becomes the supporting character to 

the piano.  

 Soon after the creation of De Profundis, many composers began experiments with this 

genre. With a commission from Anthony De Mare and being strongly influenced by De 

                                                           
47 Frederic Rzewski, To His Coy Mistress (Autograph Manuscript, 1988).  
 
48 Adam Marks, “The Virtuosic Era of the Vocalizing Pianist” (PhD diss., New York University, 2012), 41. 
 
49 Ibid. 
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Profundis, the American composer Jerome Kitzke wrote Sunflower Sutra in 1999. Kitzke used 

the text in Allen Ginsberg’s poem Sunflower Sutra, while adding some text written by himself to 

frame the piece. Similar to De Profundis, the narration is prevalent throughout the piece and is 

woven into the musical texture. The text, similar to the treatment by Rzewski, has specific 

rhythmic patterns, but at times it becomes more free form to increase the drama within the 

narration.  

 

Drawing from Romantic Melodramas 

Both De Profundis and Sunflower Sutra can be considered mature pieces in the genre at 

hand. Although these pieces are relatively new and employ many modern techniques, they still 

rely heavily on musical traditions that came before and are influenced by the late Romantic 

melodramas and subsequent innovations of Schoenberg, Crumb and Cage. Rzewski and Kitzke 

drew on both French and German melodrama styles in their works.  

Rzewski’s De Profundis is structured in eight parts, with sections of virtuoso piano-

playing alternating with sections of recitative, a process that strongly resembles the French 

tradition of alternation between music and text. There are, however, many sections showing 

signs of the German tradition where musical sounds and gestures accompany the recitation. A 

good example is found in part two where a melody is played underneath the recitation (Musical 

Example 5.2).  
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Musical Example 5.2. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 8. Example of melody under recitation.50 

 

 Jerome Kitzke’s Sunflower Sutra is structured in seven sections. The four Mad American 

Locomotive of the Heart sections feature more piano playing and vocal effects whereas the even-

numbered sections present the majority of the narration. Similar to the Romantic French tradition 

of melodramas, there is a clear distinction between the musical sections (Musical Example 5.3) 

and the narrative sections (Musical Example 5.4). However, even during the narrative sections, 

the piano does not stop but provides the continuity of thought along with the text in line with the 

German melodramatic tradition.  

Musical Example 5.3. Kitzke. Sunflower Sutra, Mad American Locomotive of the Heart 1. 
Example of musical section.51 
 

 

                                                           
50 Frederic Rzewski, De Profundis (Brussels: Sound Pool Music, 1994). 
 
51 Jerome Kitzke. Sunflower Sutra (New York: Peer Music, 1999).  
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Musical Example 5.4. Kitzke. Sunflower Sutra, Look at the Sunflower. Example of narrative 
section.52 

 

  

Influence from Sprechstimme 

The treatment of the spoken voice in both De Profundis and Sunflower Sutra recalls the 

technique of Sprechstimme used by Arnold Schoenberg; the technique was, however, adapted 

and expanded by Frederic Rzewski and Jerome Kitzke in the 1990s. Texts and vocal effects are 

notated on the staff without note heads, indicating the general rhythms and a guideline of the 

vocal contours within phrases. Their treatment of the recitation on the score is similar to that of 

later Schoenberg works as shown in Chapter 3. Instead of Sprechstimme, Rzewski asks the 

performer to recite within those rhythmic boundaries and to follow the pitch contours he 

establishes without giving exact pitch-to-pitch fidelity. There is a strong correlation between 

Sprechstimme and Rzewski’s treatment of the recited text. In Musical Examples 5.5 and 5.6, the 

rhythmic treatment of text is similar to that from Schoenberg’s examples in Chapter 3, both with 

a five-line staff and without.  

                                                           
52 Ibid. 
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Musical Example 5.5. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 3. Example of rhythmed spoken text on five-
line staff.53 

 

Musical Example 5.6. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 43. Example of rhythmed spoken text without a 
five-line staff.54 

 
  

Jerome Kitzke expands the compositional technique used in setting the text even further 

in Sunflower Sutra. As in De Profundis, part of the text is written down with strict rhythmic 

boundaries (Musical Example 5.7). At the same time, the text is not always strictly tied to a 

rhythm, but instead uses landmark points where the text has to line up with certain notes 

(Musical Example 5.8). The lack of a time signature and the lack of a rhythmic scheme grant the 

performer much freedom in the performance of the text in these sections. The freedom in these 

sections in turn allows the text to lead the music, as well as lets the text be the focus through the 

interpretation of the performer.  

                                                           
53 Rzewski, De Profundis. 
 
54 Ibid. 
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Musical Example 5.7. Kitzke. Sunflower Sutra, p. 36. Example of text with rhythmic structure.55 

 

Musical Example 5.8. Kitzke. Sunflower Sutra, p. 11. Example of text with free rhythm.56  

 

 

Following the Steps of Cage and Crumb 

In both De Profundis and Sunflower Sutra, the pianist is asked to perform a variety of 

vocalizations – similar to those found in George Crumb’s music, such as panting, shouting, and 

whistling (Musical Example 5.9).  

                                                           
55 Kitzke, Sunflower Sutra. 
 
56 Ibid. 
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Musical Example 5.9. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 12. Example of vocal events similar to 
Crumb’s.57  

 

Such effects by a pianist were not new but harken back to the experiments of George Crumb in 

the 1970s. Taking inspiration from Crumb, Kitzke and Rzewski went a step further, requiring the 

performer to perform an array of sounds beyond the vocal events that Crumb employs. These 

newer pieces ask the performer to imitate sounds of other animals (Musical Example 5.10), 

instruments (Musical Example 5.11), and, in Kitzke’s case, a string of tightly-knit nonsense 

syllables tied together by a rhythmic structure (Musical Example 5.12).  

Musical Example 5.10. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 40. Example of imitating animal sounds.58  

 

Musical Example 5.11. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 40. Example of imitating instrument sounds.59  

 

                                                           
57 Rzewski, De Profundis. 
 
58 Ibid. 
 
59 Ibid. 
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Musical Example 5.12. Kitzke, Sunflower Sutra, p. 1. Example of tightly-knit nonsense 
syllables.60  

 

 In addition to all the vocalization that Rzewski and Kitzke use, they also continue to push 

the boundary of the performer’s role. Carrying the changes from Cage and Crumb by grooming 

the performer from pianist to actor, Rzewski and Kitzke moved the pianist further into the realms 

of a theatrical performer. In the two pieces in focus here, both require the performer to treat the 

piano as percussion instrument, creating different sound effects to supplement the text or the 

atmosphere the composers strive to create. Instead of using an array of extensive techniques such 

as those found in Crumb, the piano is most often treated like a drum in these two pieces, with 

many sections in both pieces requiring the performer to create tension through rhythmic 

drumming (Musical Examples 5.13 & 5.14). This technique follows John Cage’s closed piano 

pieces, but expands in Rzewski’s and Kitzke’s work by combining the technique with 

vocalization events.  

                                                           
60 Kitzke, Sunflower Sutra. 
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Musical Example 5.13. Rzewski, De Profundis, p. 37. Example of drumming on the piano.61  

 
 

 

Musical Example 5.14. Kitzke, Sunflower Sutra, p. 1. Example of drumming on the piano.62  

 
  

                                                           
61 Rzewski, De Profundis. 
 
62 Kitzke, Sunflower Sutra. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 

 The genre of vocalizing pianist did not appear suddenly at the end of the twentieth 

century, but evolved from Romantic melodramas during a century of profound change – musical, 

cultural, and technological. Romantic melodramas evolved in a multitude of ways and developed 

different techniques as time passed. Later composers embraced the musical influences around 

them to create a new genre. It is through this multi-pronged evolution that the vocalizing pianist 

genre arose (Figure 6.1). From the genesis of late Romantic melodramas created through the 

combination of the early French and German melodramatic tradition to the invention of 

Sprechstimme by Arnold Schoenberg and the experimentation in vocal phenomena for the pianist 

by George Crumb and John Cage, the vocalizing pianist genre comes to its maturation in the 

1990s in the hands of Frederic Rzewski and Jerome Kitzke.  

By tracing the lineage of vocalizing pianist pieces and establishing the connection 

between vocalizing pianist pieces to earlier musical genres, this study creates a context for 

musicological studies on these relatively new pieces. This new genre has created shifts in 

performance practices but has also isolated itself away from the traditional repertoire. By giving 

these pieces context and relating them to earlier pieces, this study shows the relevance of 

vocalizing pianist pieces to the more familiar works.  
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Figure 6.1. Multi-pronged evolution from melodramas to vocalizing pianist 
 

Combining narrator 
and pianist into one. 

Early French Melodramas 
e.g. Rousseau’s 

Pygmalion (1762). 
 

Early German 
Melodramas 

e.g. Benda’s Medea 
(1775). 

 

Late Romantic Melodramas 
e.g. Strauss’s Enoch Arden (1897); 

Liszt’s Helges Treue (1874). 
 

Sprechstimme 
e.g. Schoenberg’s Pierrot 
Lunaire (1912) ; Ode to 

Napoleon (1942).  
 

Use of drumming at the 
piano  

e.g. Cage’s The Wonderful 
Widow of Eighteen 

Springs (1942) 
 

Use of Vocalization in 
piano pieces 
e.g. Crumb’s 

Makrokosmos I (1972).  
 

Vocalizing Pianist 
e.g. Rzewski’s De Profundis 1994); 

Kitzke’s Sunflower Sutra (1999).  
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Further studies can be done on the changing role of the pianist – from a pianist to an actor 

– and can investigate the sociological aspect to such a change. Studies are also needed to 

examine how composers set the text to music in these pieces and on how vocalizing pianist could 

stem from Romantic period lieders. Furthermore, studies on performance practice for the 

vocalizing pianist genre are lacking and especially on how recitation can help audience 

understand the music better. There are currently few frameworks or practice methods for pianists 

to approach vocalization techniques, especially with respect to the way to vocalize while playing 

the piano and how the pianist should treat the text through different theater acting methods.  
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